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Are You Prepared for APes?
If not, here's what you should do.

by Mary Lou Bowers, M.B.A.

here has been much
talk about how
ambulatory pay
ment classification
(APC) implementa
tion will dramatical
ly affect ou~patient
cancer services.

Becauseanalyses by ELM Services,
Inc., and the Lewin Group showed
these impacts, ACCC recently
convinced Congress to change the
ways cancer drugs willbe covered.
While it appears this solution will
dramatically improve outpatient
reimbursement, it is vital that you
prepare now for the rapid imple
mentation of the new APe system.

APC categories are the Health
Care Financing Administration's
(HCFA) attempt to categorize vari
ous groups of procedures, and then
to pay an average price for all pro
cedures in a given category. (For
more information on the potential
impact of APCs on cancerrm
grams, see the March/Apri 1999
Oncology Issues.)

One of the most ominous
provisions of APCs has been the
attempt by HCFA to place
chemotherapy and supportive care
drugs into categories. Congress
recently passed legislation that
establishes a complex formula for
paring for these drugs. While ini
tia indications are that hospitals
will do better than under the origi
nal proposal, we cannot be certain
until we see the administrative lan
guage in February. Updates will
be posted on ACCC's web site
(www.accc-cancer.org) as they
become available.

Although the final numbers and
formulas have not yet been decided,
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the essentials required for hospitals
to prepare for APCs are basic,
although not necessarily easy.
• Learn everything you can about
cost-based reimbursement for
outpatient oncology programs.
• Audit your current charge
capture and billing processes.
• Make changes to improve
current billing.
• Evaluate the charge master.
• Evaluate the financial impact
of proposed ~PC regulations
and other optIOns.
• Translate the final rules into
program impact.

FIRST, MAXIMIZE CURRENT
REIMBURSEMENTS
Before worrying about APCs,
learn everythingyou can about
cost-based reimbursement for out
patient oncology programs. Cancer
program administrators must take
responsibility for billing and cost
reporting. If they want their pro
gram to succeed, they must ensure
that the data produced are accurate.

Those outpatient managers
who are not already familiar with
reimbursement rules for Medicare
and contracted payers under their
current systems must learn about
them. Many reimbursement prob
lems result from hospital programs
not following current rules. For
example, a general analysis of data
from hospitals shows that from
6.6 percent to 50 percent of billed
outpatient services have no CPT
codes on the bill; and 8 percent
to 53 percent inappropriately use
inpatient codes. These are the find
ings from a study done by CHPS,
a consulting center for health
policy studies in Columbia, Md.
Although HCFA has made many
errors in assembling and interpret
ing the data used to develop the
APC system, data from hospital
outpatient claims also severely

misrepresent services provided.
At this point, it looks like

Medicare will rely heavily on CPT
codes in the implementation of the
APC system. Unlike a cost-based
system, a prospective-based system
puts a premium on thoroughness
and accuracy in the front end of
the billing process.

Audit current charge capture and
billingprocesses. Cancer program
administrators must have baseline
knowledge of the current charge
capture, billing, and denial appeals
processes. This knowledge comes
through a comprehensive audit,
either conducted internally or
by outside consultants. The audit
must include a chart review
with claim comparison, a billing
process review inclusive of all rel
evant departments, observation of
charge capture processes inclusive
of quality control activities, and
a denial appeals process review.
Consultants are useful in perform
ing an audit because they are out
siders ... no internal issues, no
favorites, nothing to cover up.
Obviously, consultants must
bring comprehensive knowledge
and skills in hospital outpatient
oncology programs. Consultants
should quantify the impact of
any corrections they recommend.
A good report will provide an
improvement plan and the addi
tional revenues a cancer program
will capture.

Makechanges to improve current
billing. Once the audit is complet
ed, the cancer program director
must take the lead to ensure that a
plan for change is developed and
implemented. Again, consultants
may be useful in assisting with plan
implementation, especially if the
burden of normal duties means staff
cannot take on new assignments in
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a timely fashion. Common issues
requiring change include:
• pharmacy unit conversion
• proper roll up of CPT codes

to Q codes
• ICD-9CM coding
• an appeals process
• matching Jand Q codes

• quality control activities
• capture of missed charges
• correct revenue and
CPT/HCPCS codes.

TABl.E L CALCULATING RDMBURSEMENT FOR CHEMOlHERAP£UT1C
AGENTS (AND SUPPOR11VE CARE DRUGS·) UNDER APCS

Use data for Medicare pat ient s only. Use dat a for current cost-report year.
set up a sceeecsneet that cont ains the fOllOWing it ems and calculat ions.

1. Enter the number of units by J code volume .

2. Enter the charge for the J code volume .

3. Enter the cost of the J code volume.· ·

4 . Mul t iply the number of units (St ep 1) by the unit cost (St ep 3).
This equals the weighted acquisition cost .

5. Mult iply the charge (Step 2) by the cost-tocnerge ratio from the
cost report . This equals the cost based on the Medica re cost report .
Use the charge rat io for pharmacy .

6. Multiply the cost based on the Med icare cost report (Step 5)
by the number of unit s (Step 1). This equals the weighted cost .

7. Multiply the APC reimbursement (available from the Health Care
Financing Administration) by the number of units (Ste p 1). This
equals the weighted APC reimbursement .

8. Subtrac t the cost based on the Medicare cost report (Step 5) mult iplied
by the number of units (St ep 1) from the APe reimburseme nt (Step 7).
This equals t he APC cost report profit or loss on t otal volume.

9 . Add all the weighted acquisit ion cost s. This equals the cost of
purchasing chemotherapeut ics for Medicare pat ients.

10. Add all the weighted costs based on t he Med icare cost report .
This equals the total cost of provid ing those drugs .

11 . Add all the weighted APC reimbursement items. Compare this number
with those calculated in steps 9 and 10 to evaluate the expected change.

' ''1 I"" PON'Il _ It» 1tC,,,~. 1"". I. "" ~"- !of__.... ~.. cInCo.. r-. 1M 101.~_ 01
prowldI 1_cInC 1lI 1>ll .. "PC -. fort_..,.. ltCf" II~~ new 1eC'_"'" 10 .
lo~. or--' WI f -...r, 2000 .

•• ""tnenlI .. auId bt _ 10 .... ~_. "om t.-: ~••• Ir.., "'" 110I bt ....,_. p.........." COIIl. _ '"
~"*'I.tIy_...
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Whatever the APCs system will
look like, we know collection of
co-payments will be important.
Many hospitals have opted not
to put resources into collecting
oncology co-pays.

Timely implementation of these
changes is complicated because
they are not centered in one depart
ment. Specific process improve
ment committees can speed up the
process of developing action plans.
These plans should include: 1) who
is responsible for each action,
2) what those actions are, 3) when
each action must be compl eted, and
4) what resources are required.
Accountability is the key to suc
cessful action plans. Without plans,
all you really have are good inten
tions. Once you have determined
the best option for your program,
begin to sell that option to senior
management and physicians.

Evaluate the charge master.
Evaluation of the charge master
should begin at the same time as
audits of the billing process and
development of the improvement
plan are proceeding. This evalua
tion helps to ensure that charges
are both adequate to cover costs
and competitive in the local
market. If claims data (including
charges) are reviewed to establish
prospective payment, they must
cover cost. Our experience shows
that in many instances this is not
the case. When modeling your
program under the APC-proposed
payment, benchmark your charges.
This is also an opportunity to
evaluate your current managed
care contract reimbursement.
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1. Enter the number of units of service .

2. Enter the charge for a unit of service.

3. Multiply the number of units (Step 1) by the charge (Step 2). This equals
the weighted acquisit ion cost.

5. Multiply the cost based on the Medicare cost report (Step 4) by the
number of units (Step 1) . This equals the weighted cost.

the rules, get busy and make
changes that can only help you
and your program...no matter
which way Congress acts!

7. Subtract the cost based on the Medicare cost report (Step 4) multiplied
by the number of units (Step 1) from the APC reimbursement (Step 6).
This equals the APC cost report profit or loss on total volume.

6 . Multiply the APC reimbursement (available from the Health Care
Financing Administration) by the number of units (Step 1). This equals
the weighted APC reimbursement.

4. Multiply the charge (Step 2) by the cost-to-charge rat io from the cost
report . This equals the cost based on the Medicare cost report . Use the
charge ratio for pharmacy .

TABLE 2. CALCULAnNG REIMBURSEMENT FOR
CHEMOTHEIIAPEUTlC ADMINISTRATION AND/OR RADIATION

Use data for Med icare pati ent s only. Use data for current cost-report year.
First, ident ify all services currentl y provided that are assigned to current
APC groups. e Set up a spreadsheet that contains the follow ing items and
calculations.

Hospital Association, the Ameri
can Society for Therapeutic
Radiology and Oncology, and
others work to make changes in

HOW TO CALCULATE
REIMBURSEMEHT UHDER APCS
Eva/uate the financial impactof
proposed APe regulations and
other options. Once you have max
imized the appropriate reimburse
ment under the current system,
you need to know what services
you provide and their costs, and
understand what Medicare and
other payers are willing to pay.
Then you will be prepared to
evaluate the final rule changes
for APCs when they are issued.

As mentioned earlier, Congress
passed and the President has signed
legislation that will change APC
calculation. HCFA is expected to
release a rule in February explain
ing the payment methodology.
Although we do not yet know the
exact numbers, we do know the
process for calculating APC reim
bursement for chemotherapeutic
agents and supportive care drugs
(Table 1), chemotherapeutic
administration and radiation
(Table 2). Generally, the health
care provider must enter the vol
ume of services, compute current
costs under cost reimbursement,
and compare these costs to APC
payment under prospective pay
ment to determine whether costs
are covered for each category
of service.

Translate the final rules into pro
gram impact. You control your
own destiny. You can develop a
plan that can be implemented in
the worst-case scenario, within a
90-day window between final rule
publication of APCs and imple
mentation.

Sitting around saying, "the sky
is falling," won't get you there,
but being proactive will. So, while
the Association of Community
Cancer Centers, the American

8. Add all the weighted acquisition costs. This equals the cost of providing
these services currently for Medicare patients.

9. Add all the weighted costs based on the Medicare cost report . This
equals the total cost of providing these services.

10 . Add all the weighted APC reimbursement items . Compare this number
with trose calculated in steps 9 and 10 to evaluate the expected change.

'If '''''' ~ I'd .. Il PC .""'1'.l.e.. 1UIlPlIn. muIIiJIII' IM ......- 01'""1>1'tM C'*I' _ COtt-tlK..... 'Illill.
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